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TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE:

ISSUES BEFORE THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION

Regents Lecture

University of California, Berkeley

April 19, 1989

by Edward Wenk, Jr.

INTRODUCTION

It is a very high honor to have been invited to this Berkeley campus as a Regents

Lecturer. Given the cordial hospitality, the natural setting, and the excitement of

exchanging views with scholars on what is happening in the world, these few short

weeks have been a joy. To the Regents, the Chancellor, ant the committee who

made the appointment, and to Engineering Dean Karl Pister, my everlasting gra

titude.

I must also admit to the luxury of choosing my theme. The advertised title of

this address, however, may be an anathema for some academic audiences; "Tech

nology and the Future: Critical Issues before the Bush Administration" may too

accurately reveal the content. Some might prefer that the essence be more enig

matic. For puzzle freaks, may I propose these alternative titles:

"The Politics of Technology and the Technology of Politics, " or, "Creating the

Future," or 'Designing Technology Policy with the Right Side of the Brain," or "

Repairing Radar for the Ship of State."

I also have a caution to those attracted by the hope of auditing a Bush bash. Not

that the opportunity isn't tempting. The problem is that so little has happened

in these first 90 days that your speaker lacks targets. I may not alone in that

respect. Consider the most recent AP-Washington Post Poll that announced an



approval factor of 70%, notwithstanding that 50% could not identify a single

achievement in these opening days.

Even without stoking that fire , I hope to share with you a menu of critical issues

before the nation that have common roots in science and engineering, and whose

resolution lies with the President. And I shall identify some vital concerns relat

ing to a pathology of the entire decision apparatus, quite apart from lamenting

delays in appointment of a science advisor.

PREMISES

Before cataloguing challenges and solutions, please bear with me while we estab

lish a framework of how even to think about the problem. First, some premises.

In its connection to human affairs, technology now defines our culture as broadly

as philosophy and religion did in the past. It sharply alters lifestyles, reinforces or

collides with value; it modulates the most celebrated passages of human existence

with artificial intervention in both birth and death. It sharply alters lifestyles, is

the main engine of change. And last, technology lurks behind our most agonizing

dilemmas and our most potent threats to survival. In many ways not clearly

foreseen, technology ordains our future.

On these assumptions, we might have consensus.

Less so, however, with a second premise: a perception that the most salient deci

sions society makes regarding technology are made by public policy. This

assumption fiies in the face of a longstanding myth, that the key choices about

technology are made in the market place by the private sector.

To be sure, the hardware components of technology are largely catered by

entrepreneurial enterprise. Yet, as essential as are scientific discovery, technical



ingenuity, and industrial productivity, they alone can neither generate the critical

questions nor illuminate the solutions. Key choices ahead, while goaded by tech

nology, will be made by political leadership. The grand issues of our day which

engage technology will be settled by political process.

On that assumption, you can understand why your speaker has drawn a bead on

the most influential actor on the political stage, the President of the United

States. In technical lingo, he is the nation's systems manager.

In the wake of a recent election—and I leave to your preference any hidden mean

ing in that choice of words—we are obliged to recognize that, to a substantial

degree, when we choose a president, we have chosen our technological future.

Put another way, I see this end of the 20th century as a precarious moment of

enormous transition when technology is no longer considered simply hardware.

Instead, it will be viewed as social process for applying knowledge, integrated not

only into our economic system, but also into our political process.

Before we leave these foundations, just a word about a third premise: that the

future matters. That is to say, the tuning and taming of technology to produce

socially satisfactory outcomes requires a doctrine of anticipation, a plausible esti

mate of tomorrow's consequences that are generated by today's choices. Although

I consider myself a devout futurist, I resist identification with doomsters, pro

phets, psychics and others who claim special windows on the future. The only

thing certain about conditions over the horizon is uncertainty. However, unless

we believe in divination, astrology or prophecy with external signals defining the

way ahead, the future that we grope with exists only in our head. Because that

image is so powerful in shaping our actions, I feel obliged later to share my own

views of the technological future that you could well classify as additional



premise.

TECHNOLOGY: SOME GENERIC PROPERTIES

One reason why we embrace technology with such joy is its having contributed so

many benefits for so many people. In our everyday lives, we take technology for

granted, at least until the car won't start, the elevator stalls, or the bank teller

complains that "their computer is down."

At a higher level of abstraction, consider how technology has been a source of

freedoms, from back-breaking labor on farms and in the mines, from disease and

premature disability; freedom from geographic and cultural isolation; freedom to

spend more adult years on education; freedom to plan families.

Technology also has an extraordinary capacity to generate wealth and raise

material standards of living. Because of that seduction, we seem hooked in Amer

ica on exuberant consumerism. But then, every nation relates its present and

future economic health on a cornucopia spun from technology.

Consider also that because of technology we really have one world. Whatever the

geopolitical tensions, with swift transportation and instant communication, events

anywhere have effects everywhere. Flowing across borders are news headlines,

commodities, consumer products, tourists, traveler's checks, stock quotations,

scientific discoveries, Michael Jackson's music, blue jeans and Coca Cola. And

pollution. In reality, national boundaries engraved by high-school geography are

an anachronism. The high-tech photos from outer space confirm us all as sharing

one planet.

A fourth property: Technology also has a tendency to concentrate wealth and

power. Early in this century, major corporations were founded on technology:



Standard Oil, General Electric, AT&T, Dupont. Under different and often

obscure labels, conglomerates still do. Most new government agencies were

spawned by technology: the AEC, FAA, NASA, OSHA, EPA, NIH, FCC, CNR

to mention a few. In their pursuit of institutional imperatives, technology

becomes a potent springboard.

Another salient property of great importance is the capacity of technology to gen

erate ubiquitous side effects. These uninteded or unanticipated consequences-

social, economic, political, ecological—may be beneficial, a form of serendipity.

But many are judged harmful by some sector of the population, at some time. To

be sure, exposure to danger is a fundamental ingredient of the human experience.

There is no zero risk. But with technology, these risks have changed. So many

now are ignited artificially rather than as natural hazards, more extensive in glo

bal scale, more potent in impacts, more capable of surprise, more stubborn in

resisting counter-measures. Despite a diligent quest for contrary evidence, every

technology seems to play Jekyll and Hyde.

The downside, however, may not be vigorously examined because corporate and

political leadership tend to celebrate tate the material largesse of short-term

rewards as having more sex appeal. Contemplating threats to survival - to be

both alive and free - is so emotionally strenuous that psychological pathways of

denial become especially tempting. Yet even freedom cannot be taken for granted;

it certainly isn't preserved in the genes.

TECHNOLOGY AND PEOPLE

Almost universally, the word "technology" triggers images of hardware: 747 air

craft, VCR's, CAT scanners, automobiles, power tools. Not so apparent is the

software of technology, the "peopleware". These are the ensembles of



organizations, linked by communication networks, to mobilize the necessary

resources and deliver the intended goods or services within the constraints of the

social system.

Each technological delivery systems is characterized by a specific output, the

hardware mentioned above. What they have in common are other classical pro

perties of a well-behaved system: inputs of knowledge, capital, human and

natural resources; components of public and private institutions; with an interact

ing nervous system of information for proper functioning of familiar social,

economic, political and technical processes. Most important, we discover that

these systems are operated by people. No matter how elegant the numbers of sci

ence, no matter how careful the engineering designer, most misadventures are

vulnerable to the demons of error, blunder and folly, not to mention mischief and

avarice, exhaustion and self-delusion. Now we have tripped over the reality that

with technology being more than machines, we are obliged to deal with the

unpredictable and uncontrollable human element.

TECHNOLOGY AS AMPLIFIER

To better understand the social dynamics of technology, think of technology as an

amplifier. With the lever and wheel, then with nuclear weapons, technology

amplifies human brawn. With the computer and information processing, technol

ogy amplifies properties of the human mind.

But technology is also a social amplifier. It may expand or diminish the human

spirit, equality of opportunity, quality of life, individual freedom and self-esteem.

It amplifies wealth and the imperative for its acquisition; it spurs material

appetites, and the Christmas machine, and generates a value set that "more is

better;" and so increases the disparity between rich and poor.



Technology also stretches the boundaries and the volume of communications, and

the complexity of networks. It inflates the number of options. It injects new

demands on our institutions faster than they can respond. And, because there are

so often winners and losers, technology amplifles conflict and the problems in its

social management.

Given the complexity of delivery systems, the diversity of institutions involved,

their range of motivations, values and vested interests, there is a critical need to

establish coherence. The private sector has no such incentive.

POLITICS, POLICY AND THE ART OF GOVERNANCE

To be sure, technical artifacts are largely catered by the private sector. Indeed,

we critically depend on alert and adroit entrepreneurship, ingenuity and manufac

turing dexterity to meet national purposes. And in a capitalist philosophy, the

proflt motive is alive, if not well. Industry looks to government to contain risk,

to help in generating foreign markets, to assure political and economic security, a

copious tax base. But there is a collision in purpose. Private interests seek proflt,

power, property rights, growth to survive. Government looks to the private sec

tor to stimulate economic activity and create jobs, affording both domestic tran-

quility and government aims at public service, human rights, high integrity, pro

tection of natural resources.

Achievement of a mixed bag of national purposes clearly requires a sensitive bal

ance between private and public sector. And for reasons explained later, we dis

cover another feature of technology as amplifler—the blossoming of government.

Government plays six major roles. First is a plethora of stimulants and aids to

the private sector—subsidies, tax write oflfe or deferment, low interest loans, ' of



faltering industrial giants such as Lockheed and Chrysler, and now Savings and

Loan institutions. That role is not new. From our national origins, there were

protections and subsidies for the merchant marine, land grants to the railroads,

assistance to the farmer, geologic maps for miners, depletion allowances for oil.

exploration. That practice is now so widespread as to make paradoxical the

popular slogan, "get government off our backs," uttered by the same entities who

lobby Washington for more.

In its second role, government is the principal sponsor of research and develop

ment, the cutting edge of technological progress. Of the $130 billion spent annu

ally, government funds roughly half. These investments can be thought of as a

form of social overhead, and under that label we also find government support of

education and training.

A third role of government is a prime technology customer, especially of high-tech

hardware for military and space applications.

In its fourth, government nurtures macro-economic infrastructure. Through tax

and fiscal policies, government directly infiuences cost and availability of venture

capital for new technological enterprises.

In its fifth role, government sponsors public works that, because of high risk, unc

ertain markets or extraordinary costs, were beyond the capacity of the private sec

tor. Thus, the building of massive hydroelectric dams directly, or indirectly, the

90 percent cost sharing with states for construction of superhighways.

All five of these roles are played with acquiescence, even support of the private

sector. Not so with the sixth, the role of government as regulator. This is the

function of government demanded by the public to protect it from the excesses of



entrepreneurship, from threats to human life and safety, and to conserve the qual

ity of life, the natural environment and nonrenewable resources.

It is this sixth function that has grown fastest in the last two decades. Partly

this results from a dramatic shift in our values regarding technology. Conspicu

ously during World War U when we employed highest available technology to win

with a minimum loss in human life, and again in our frantic response to the

Soviet space surprise October 4, 1957, we asked of technology, "Can we do it?"

But in the early sixties, pondering our fate with continued testing of nuclear

weapons in air and ocean that enveloped us with dangerous radionuclides, and in

response to the book, "Silent Spring," a marvelous metaphor for unsuspected

chemical poisoning, another question erupted. Now people were asking, "Ought

we do it?"

From the shift in perspective about technology came two of the most potent acts

of public policy yet. The first was the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty of 1963. The

second was the National Environmental Policy Act of 1970.

Whatever the explanation, the passive climate regarding the miracles of technol

ogy had changed.

We are now on the brink, in my view, of asking another major question about

technology, "Can we manage it?" But before enlarging on that aspect, it may be

helpful to nail down this role of government with specific examples, and with spe

cial reference to the focus on the president.

THE POLITICS OF TECHNOLOGY

Public policy was once defined simply as, "what governments do." Behind that

banner, however, lie the issues, the unsettled questions of vital concern, vital



because of the consequences of action or of inaction. These are the things that

matter which are susceptible to consensus on the political stage through Indian

wrestling among vested interests and stakeholders. Always, such issues are

highlighted by sustained media attention.

Within this constellation of issues lies a subset having a fundamental technical

ingredient of facts and expert knowledge. These technology-intensive issues also

entail complexities of delivery mentioned earlier, high initial investments, institu

tional imperatives rooted in the technology, and irreversible physical installations

and diverse side effects which cross institutional, political and social boundaries,

and for which correctives are economically costly, politically strenuous or ecologi

cally impossible.

The products of that policy process become public laws which define the rules of

the social game. Consider these few examples of technology-intensive public pol

icy: The Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899: The Pure Food Act of 1906; the Com

munications Act of 1934; the Atomic Energy Act of 1946; the National Science

Foundation Act of 1950; the national Space Act of 1958; the Arms Control and

Disarmament Act of 1961; the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969;

Ratification of SALT-Itreaty for arms control in 1972; the Airline Deregulation of

Act of 1978; the Acid Rain Act of 1980; the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982;

authorization of the B-1 Bomber in 1983.

In short, we discover that not only have technology and government grown at the

same time; both have grown because of the other.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE

Before nominating issues for the Bush Administration, it is necessary to establish



two additional foundations.. The first is to sketch the context, the future context

that illuminates any choices we make on priorities, the other step is to generate

specific criteria for choice.

As to the future, as was said at the introduction, all that an individual can say

about the unknown way ahead lies in their head, a product of their education and

experience, a synthesis of information and knowledge, seasoned by attempts at

interpretation. Mine lies in three episodes of professional practice. The first was

as a submarine designer and test pilot. There, I learned about risk and its techni

cal management by asking the question, "What might happen, if?" Next as a

navigator for political leadership in both legislative and executive branches, I

learned something about the critical role of public process in technological choice.

Key decisions will not be made by scientists and engineers but by politicians. In

Washington, that understanding wasn't easy, because it was like living in the eye

of a hurricane. In a crisis atmosphere and a pressure group society, you never

knew from what direction the wind was blowing. More recently in the serene

halls of academia, I have been studying political meteorology. Especially, I have

endeavored to translate a lesson that every policy casts a long shadow ahead.

Choices today generate consequences tomorrow. By analyzing some 70 different

decisions, some in lOOO-page detail, I discovered that one of the most potent tools

in designing successful policy is systematically and self-consciously to look ahead,

to ask the same old question I fastened on as an engineer, "What might happen,

if?" But with public policy, also the collateral questions, "To whom?" and

"When?" With those guesses, the trick is to balance the long and the short run

effects of technology, especially to head off surprises of shortfall in performance, or

worse.

Now as to views of the future:
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—The future will entail more technology, not less.

—Globalization will influence all techno-economic processes. Trends toward

economic one world will increase.

—Because of inevitable and ubiquitous side effects, more technology means more

risks. To prevent or to mitigate untoward consequences, pressures will mount for

more social responsibility and political accountability.

—Acting as an organizing presence, technology will promote concentrations of

wealth and power, shake out winners and losers, and generate disparity between

the "haves" and "have-nots," domestically and globally.

-In an era of global competition, resource scarcity, increasing populations,

increasing energy costs and larger-scale threats to human health and the environ

ment, social conflict will become more strenuous. Political and economic instabili

ties will continue.

—Trends will become more pronounced toward the "corporate state," modeled

after the now-familiar and influential military-industrial-high tech complex.

-International military competition will continue to be based on novelty and

technical sophistication of weapons.

-The capacity to compete economically, maintain fundamental values and satisfy

constitutional goals of "Life, Liberty and Pursuit of Happiness" will depend on our

capacity to innovate, to manage information and to nourish knowledge as a

resource as previously with natural resources, capital and labor.

-The greatest challenges, however, lie in the capacity for the social management

of technology, decision making and consensus building amidst complex and



interconnected Interests with distinct identities and values, unpredictable under

stress.

—Mass media will play an increasing role in keeping all interests in the system

informed. As a consequence, those in power will intensify efforts to control the

sources and flow of information, to propagandize the electorate, and generally to

exploit the technology of politics.

CRITERIAL FOR CHOICE

We now get to the heart of the matter: advice to the Bush Administration.

That, of course, takes a certain degree of Chutzpah. On the other hand, all of us

have some cherished notions or pet projects that have been neglected under the

Reagan-Bush administration.

K we approach this exercise diligently, we encounter the dilemma of too many

separate themes. One of our current political diseases is the spreading of atten

tion and political energy too thinly, thus perpetuating the hard choices of setting

priorities. To narrow the candidates, I have used as a criterion the need for

response to a palpable threat to survival, deflning survival as being both alive and

free.

The issues fall into seven categories: military security, health and safety,

economic security, human rights, quality of life, protecting the global environ

ment, and strengthening public process.

THE ISSUES

Military Security

(l) Reduce the threat of a nuclear holocaust by accelerating arms

13



control, evaluating test bans and space-based weapons, limiting

proliferation and exports of high technology, and strengthening

verification.

(2) Reduce the risks of accidental or unauthorized launch, or of

fallible choice, by improving command and control of nuclear

weapons, including review of permissive action links on ships.

(3) Intensify investigation of mismanagement in defense procurement:

imprudent choice of weapon systems, tolerance for poor performance,

fraud, and weak accountability.

(4) Strengthen research on conventional weapons, on adequacy of the

industrial base in an emergency, and on the role of chemical and

biological weapons.

(5) Enhance intelligence gathering by technical means, especially

regarding terrorism and surreptitious use of economic factors.

Health and Safety

(1) Increase efforts to combat AIDS, by medical, social and

psychological research.

(2) Accelerate the war on drugs by use of stronger means to

interdict supply and by research on physical and psychological

factors in addiction.

(3) Contain costs of medical care, improve uniformity of access,

and increase emphasis on health maintenance and disease prevention.



(4) Intensify research on mental health, evaluating causes, care,

and effectiveness of standards and assistance programs.

Economic Security

(1) Make peace profitable, with government incentives for reconversion

of high-tech resources now predominantly linked to defense, including

university base of applied research.

(2) Institute policies to encourage industrial productivity, by

permitting joint R/D ventures, using tax credits to motivate private

funding, offering incentives for balancing long with short term

profits, and restricting mergers.

(3) Attack problems in human resources, illiteracy, need for retraining,

incentives for women and minorities in engineering.

(4) Reinstate research and policies dealing with energy, its stability

and options in supply, and its conservation.

(5) Strengthen the health and safety of civil aviation.

(6) Strengthen the health of domestic agriculture.

Human Rights

(1) Monitor threats to a free press and attempts at its control.

(2) Set limits to computer invasion of privacy and facilitate

computer security.

(3) Explore policies that treat the future as a public trust.

15



thus giving meaning to Constitutional guarantees for progeny.

Quality of Life

(1) Accelerate research on causes of criminality and violence,

and options in dealing with their reduction.

(2) Facilitate relief of urban congestion, including improvements

in mass transit and substitution of cable communications for

commuting.

(3) Provide low-cost housing by equalizing current subsidies.

(4) Investigate role of technology in accommodating an aging

population.

Protecting the Global Environment

(1) Strengthen domestic policies and treaties to protect the natural

environment against long-term harm such as from Greenhouse effects,

ozone layer depletion, ocean dumping, loss of wetlands and tropical

forests.

(2) Make choices on disposal of radioactive waste.

(3) Intensify research to meet world hunger, such as on crops for

arid lands; and on fish protein concentrate.

Improving the Public Process

(1) Make policy-related information freely available to the general

public, through an on-line data network of local public libraries



and the Library of Congress.

(2) Strengthen technical advisory apparatus at all levels, to

introduce systematic foresight and impact analysis, to establish

more uniform principles for risk assessment.

(3) Improve priority setting for research and development, especially

reviewing such topics as collaborative space exploration and support

for the social sciences.

(4) Investigate opportunities to utilize technology as an instrument

of foreign policy when assisting the Third World.

(5) Improve national preparedness through flexible responses and

greater liquidity of resources to meet natural disasters.

DISCUSSION

Each of these issues deserves elaboration, but time limits discussion to only a few.

The most trenchant has to do with arms control. This audience is well informed

on the dangers of nuclear conflict, and especially the reality that it is not simply a

larger scale war. Clearly the future of human civilization is at stake. What needs

saying is that spending by the Reagan administration of almost two trillion dol

lars on weapons has generated the paradox that we have more arms but no more

security.

The flrst problem has to do with safety of the nuclear arsenal, the potential of

unintentional destabilization of the arms race or of accidental ignition. This is

the deadliest possible game, and inadvertence thrives in many different scenarios.

With such swift delivery of warheads, time for making a fateful decision to launch

17



by a president is no greater than 6 minutes. Errors could occur in radar

identification, or in interpretation, or in communications at several stages before

the president is alerted, ff the president is asleep, exhausted by other concerns,

walking a tightrope in dealing with domestic anxiety, or with his own place in his

tory, or perhaps with lack of prior exposure to such tensions, the quality of judge

ment could well be impaired. Former White House staff confirm this peril. Our

much vaunted command and control system has itself many fiaws, including the

failure to have even a vice-presidential hand on the helm when President Reagan

was shot and under sedatives for several days.

The Bush administration has not responded to new opportunities to examine arms

control, afforded by a new department in Soviet foreign policy. At least, the

uncritical advocacy of star wars has softened. Two points seem overlooked, how

ever, from the point of view of military security. The first is that the longer the

exposure to risk, the greater the likelihood, that the worst might happen. Shrink

ing that risk is critical. The second point is to recall that command and control

of nuclear weapons puts that fateful decision potentially in the hands of a single

leader. Article I Section 8 of the U. S. Constitution, which gives the Congress war

making powers, notwithstanding. Forgotten is the importance of the state of

mind of leadership. In a siege of international tension when decision making

becomes so fragile, survival against a nuclear attack may depend far more on sta

bility under stress, images of reality, mature judgement and experience than on

the illusion of a high-tech shield.

Now we have the case par excellence illustrating the role of president as systems

manager. And the importance of choice of a vice president.

The flip side of this enigma with military security has to do with economic secu-



rity. First, economic factors are clearly as important as are military in sustaining

national security. What has not been studied and made public are the opportun

ity costs of investing such a large part of our national treasure and a preponderr

ance of valuable human resources in weapons. The national debt of 190 years has

doubled in the last ten. Foreign capital has been invited to help, leading to our

swiftly becoming a debtor nation, with interest payments abroad soon to become

our largest dollar export!

Civilian technology has surely been the loser because of limited funds.

I have chosen to identify this issue as a challenge of "make peace profitable." That

is, the prospect of fashioning public policy that could engage both the minds and

the hands of some in the weapons business by a conversion of efforts from mili

tary to civilian goals. This includes, incidentally, funds to universities.

There is no shortage of attractive targets, especially as we ponder the challenges

of global industrial competition, and melancholy litany of issues listed earlier:

combating drugs, dealing with AIDS, high and inequitable costs of health care,

neglect in mental health, retraining, strengthening civil aviation, causes and treat

ment of criminality, energy alternatives, protection of a global environment,

assisting Third World nations wriggle out of their economic and social agonies,

preventing and responding to major environmental disasters. The obsession of

our scientific and technical leadership with high-tech puzzles having military

relevance could well be directed to social challenges whoses enigmas in dealing

with human systems are just as challenging.

Where has national leadership been to teach that we have been operating with a

permanent war economy? In a way, we have had the welfare state, a condition

ironically dreaded by the conservative right which has championed the sector
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most conspicuously receiving that welfare.

I refer, of course, to the military-industrial-high-tech complex. This politically

affluent sector was first identified by President Eisenhower in 1960. To be sure,

making weapons has been lucrative; profits are substantial, usually higher than in

competitive civilian markets; plants are subsidized, taxes deferred, and cozy rela

tionships facilitated by having only one customer. No wonder the arms mer

chants lobby hard and nourish PAC funds in order to stay in business.

The Pentagon also likes the arrangement, especially as it has evolved from the ori

ginal intent as a war deterring or war fighting resource to one obsessed with

weapons acquisition. That is how careers are built today, not on passive responsi

bilities of waging peace.

This marriage of technology and politics has to be examined in light of the

increased influence of the military industrial complex. Evidence lies in the lack of

control over military procurement; the continuing revolving door between Penta

gon and contractors; the poor performance of new weapons systems, and the ina

bility to make choices such that even the redundant and defective are supported.

Then, as are repeated in news headlines, we have respected corporations under

indictment for fraud, even falsifying records of tests of critical components. Once

more we discover that there is a sharp distinction between the cultures of public

service and of industry. One is business centered, the other, caring. One is con

cerned with social outcomes; the other, survival of the firm. This is why the trend

to the corporate state needs watching in terms of the potential of corrupting those

higher values in governance.

This is the working model of the corporate state, the context for the uncritical

support for Star Wars arising because subcontractors with jobs reside in every



Congressional district.

THE TECHNOLOGY OF POLITICS

It is very clear that such support was popular. Advocates of the arms buildup as

a national priority have occupied the White House for ten years. A crucial ques

tion is whether the electorate really knew the facts and their implications. It is

here that we encounter the twist on the politics of technology discussed so far,

with a probe of the technology of politics.

What we mean is utilization of modern technological means to influence political

outcomes, to bolster goals of those seeking or retaining power. This isn't new.

Franklin Roosevelt galvanized a nation's self confidence with a plea that, "We

have nothing to fear but fear itself." Adolf Hitler and Winston Churchill

employed the electronic technology of politics with great effect, albeit toward

opposite moral ends.

By 1960, the Kennedy-Nixon debates bared the potency of television to influence

voters. In the precepts of Marshall McCluhan, the medium has become the mes

sage. With its own grammar and artificial intimacy, TV has insinuated cam

paigns into every home.

To be sure, campaign rhetoric is an art form, more to be enjoyed than to be

believed. Nevertheless, in the 1988 campaign, we must face an unpalatable truth

that, whatever the native talents of candidates for office, their moral vision and

their qualifications, the public persona was that of an actor, with a script, well

rehearsed lines and a synthetic backdrop to heighten the circus atmosphere.

Hucksters operated from the cynical premise that the public could be manipulated

best by ignoring issues and concentrating on telegenic images and sound bites that
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entertain and feed biases about "feeling good about America."

The hoopla and hype contributed not one whit to public understanding. People

seem to have yielded to the same tactics that sells deodorant and flea powder.

There was thus significant disparity between technology generated images and

reality for which no knob on the TV set permits correction.

One result was to push voters into two extreme and dangerous camps, of patho

logical cynicism on the one hand, or infatile credulity on the other. Neither meets

needs for civic competence to manage technology today.

CAN WE MANAGE IT?

This leads to a fundamental question that we posed earlier. Along with "Can we

do it?" and "Should we do it?" experience now requires us to inquire, "Can we

manage it?" That is, are we able to make decisions on technology-related func

tions, at either the micro-scale, or macro-scale by which we steer technology

toward socially satisfactory outcomes? And With a minimum of unwanted side

effects. Especially, are we equipped to deal with the issues listed earlier to survive,

to sustain life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness?

Steering, incidently, in either its mechanical or metaphoric intent is a process of

decision making. Just as the ancient maxim goes, "Without a destination, there

are no favorable winds." The lack of clear goals, and the confusion of contradic

tions, the current administration, leaves our entire society in a state of suspended

animation.

This technological era of more choices, more complexity, more risks, amidst the

contagious fevers of the economic imperative and ambitions to expand power. We

operate in a litigious atmosphere where institutions, fanned by business ethnics of



lawyers act first to protect their rear. The inclination, time and energy are all in

short supply to look ahead.

Unfortunately, technology aggravates the sensitivity of our predicaments to a sys

tem defects. We have learned that from Challenger, from Chernobyl, and recently

from Exxon Valdez. Industrial management seems inadequate to deal with these

highly complex and interdependent technological systems. If there is any single

lesson from these failures in social management of technology, it is the lack of

foresight, the sagacity to anticipate future unwanted effects of today's decisions.

As always, without vision the people perish. History teaches that most legislative

acts originate in response to crisis or to pressure of powerful interests, that our

institutions, private and public, do not integrate the future in their decision cal

culus. Yet, our entire culture seems driven toward instant gratification, the

pathologies of the short run.

In. that state of mind, will this administration heed the critical issues identified

earlier? Interests seem almost in Newtonian equilibrium that translates to

paralysis. With so much at stake, for example, the electorate should be spending

as much time pondering options in arms control as they do selecting a new model

auto.

To be sure, our system of governance has proven itself remarkably versatile and

resilient in preserving freedom, dignity and self-esteem, although not yet for all

citizens. But what we have inherited is provisional and in need of perpetual ste

wardship. Technologies tend to be user-friendly, especially in the short run.

With techno-leverage for propaganda, we may be increasingly vulnerable to

Orwell's "1984" metaphor for slavery.
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The logic leads to two observations: Whoever controls technology controls the

future. And the quality of that technological future depends on the quality of

governance.

REPAIRING RADAR FOR THE SHIP OF STATE

In the context of earlier arguments on the president as the nation's systems

manage, what can we say about imperatives for President Bush? First, I join oth

ers calling for some technically-equipped navigators to facilitate steering. But the

issue is not simply filling the science advisor's slot. It is also a question of assign

ment. Here I refer to the 1976 legislation creating the advisory Office of Science

and Technology Policy. There mandated was conscientious implementation called

for capabilities to anticipate and resolve critical problems involving technology, to

consider investments in the future, to strengthen technology assessment so as to

minimize foreseeable injurious consequences, to illuminate future opportunities to

utilize science and engineering in the public interest.

For too long, those provisions have suffered from neglect. Radar for the ship of

state needs to be repaired.

CrVIC COMPETENCE TO MANAGE TECHNOLOGY

I close with a reminder that in a democratic society, we are all part of that Bush

administration. Our entire society needs to embrace foresight, to develop an

awareness of time and place and consequences separate from immediate events, to

establish a practice of pre-crisis reaction.

What can we do?

You have all heard prescriptions for more scientific literacy. My counsel has to do

with improving civic competence as it applies to steering technology:



1) to forecast what is foreseeable with care and elegance

2) to dream of what might be

3) to determine the strategic availability of more desirable outcomes

4) To anticipate the future by studying the past

5) To nourish an attitude of vigilance over technologies already

switched on and maintaining a liquidity of resources if such

intervention becomes necessary.

Operationally, this means being concerned for the children, to leave

the world a better and safer place rather than more dangerous. People

must assume responsibility for living in a technological world as an

informed citizen, not simply as a consumer of technology. People

need to be concerned with what technology can do to you as well as for

you.

Put another way, we need a new preparation for citizenship. As Jefferson

said, '1 know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of a society

but he people themselves, and if we think of them as not enlightened

enought to exercise their control with wholesome discretion, the remedy

is not to take it from them but to inform their discretion by education."

Where better than the campus at Berkeley to offer that challenge to those

most concerned with preparation for the next technological century and

beyond.
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